RAJASTHAN FINANCIAL CORPORATION
B P SECTION

REF.NO:RFC/BP/1490  DT. 23.10.2000

CIRCULAR

Recently, powers have been delegated to Regional Offices for publication of NITs. These guidelines are contained in the PG circular NoP[5]87 Dated 27-12-2000. According to these guidelines, we will be releasing advertisements to Daily Rashtradoot also as per norms.

You are, therefore, requested that, if any advertisement is released to Rashtradoot, payment may not be made either to the paper or its agent. The payments for the same are to be appropriated in the account of M/s Vatan Press, a loanee concern of RFC.

Therefore, all payments may be appropriated by sending advice to the Jaipur(City) branch as per procedure laid down in the Accounts section.

All are requested to, kindly, ensure strict compliance of the above and confirm.

(B.L. BHEDA) 23/11/2000
DY. GENERAL MANAGER(BP)

ALL DY. GENERAL MANAGER (R), RFC, RO...........